Services Solution Brief
Build a secure business without the fear of a breach

We bring to you decade-long expertise in vulnerability and exploit research. Our team comprises experienced pentesters and
security experts who will collaborate with your security team and IT staff to improve the overall security posture for your
organization.

THE CHALLENGE
Today, most organizations are using ineffective and expensive cybersecurity solutions and become victims of ransomware
and cyber-attacks despite spending thousands of dollars on security.

OUR SERVICES
Our risk management solutions bundle expertise, experience, and hard-core research and provide organizations of all sizes
with an affordable program that can be quickly implemented.

VULNERABILITY MANAGEMENT AS A SERVICE:
We provide comprehensive vulnerability scanning (infrastructure to
code), assessment, integrated threat contextualization, business
criticality, and risk escalation. Our team of expert security analysts
communicate, collaborate, and remediate synchronously, allowing
your team to focus exclusively on remediation. Our solution has
helped organizations to continuously improve their security
posture and become resilient in the face of ever-evolving threats.

PENETRATION TESTING AS A SERVICE:
We have performed thousands of penetration testing
engagements across various industries from small organizations
to Fortune 500 companies. We continuously refine our
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methodology and adopt the latest industry and attack trends along
with NIST 800-115 recommendations. Our penetration testing
service helps organizations understand their baseline from the
perspective of OWASP Top 10 and SANS Top 25 vulnerabilities. We
identify their vulnerabilities and weaknesses and help remediate
them to reduce risk and exposure.
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PCI COMPLIANCE SERVICES:
CSW is an accredited PCI Qualified Security Assessor (QSA), and
we have helped companies secure their financial transactions and
meet PCI compliance requirements. PCI DSS requires
organizations to perform quarterly external vulnerability scans by
an approved scanning vendor (ASV). As an ASV, we perform
external network vulnerability scanning of a merchant or a service
provider and evaluate their system security, payment account data,
and internet-facing systems.
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Network Vulnerability Scanning

Identify weak spots in your critical infrastructure to keep your business secure

KEY BENEFITS
WHY CSW?
PRIORITIZED VULNERABILITIES:
We prioritize your vulnerabilities based on threats, exploits,
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to fix first. We deliver results through a near real-time

bring a decade of expertise in

cloud-based platform that provides you actionable

vulnerability and exploit research with

intelligence, prescriptive remediation, specific guidance, and
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patch recommendations.

We have worked with hundreds of
organizations, improving their security

ADVERSARIAL APPROACH:

posture and building resilience against

We take an adversarial approach to our engagement that

threats.

allows us to think like a hacker and give you a threat actor’s
perspective of how they would penetrate your defenses.

VULNERABILITY EXPERTISE:
Our R&D team has years of experience in exploit and vulnerability research which allows us to provide you with
deep insights about your cyber risk.

ACTIONABLE INTELLIGENCE:
Overworked security teams need actionable insights that tell them what they should be fixing first and why.
Our customers find our remediation prescriptive, and can access specific guidance and support through our
platform

RELATED SERVICES

External Network Penetration Testing

SaaS Security Assessment

Internal Network Penetration Testing

Ransomware Exposure Assessment

Network Penetration Testing

PCI-ASV Solutions

Penetration Testing as a Service

PCI-DSS Services

Web Application Penetration Testing

PCI-DSS QSA Services

Mobile Application Penetration Testing

Social Engineering Services

Vulnerability Management as a Service

Red Team Assessment

VMaaS-Project Manager Services

Compliance Services

Network Vulnerability Scanning

Attack Surface Management

Web Application Vulnerability Scanning

Customer Success Account Manager Services

To schedule a
consultation write to
info@cybersecurityworks.com

Reach out to us to reduce
risk and exposure.
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